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Before Lollapalooza
1993,adviceonanalbum
to buy Treponem Pal's
forthcoming Roadrunner release, Excess and
Overdrive. Electro-am
withrepetitive,ind&kalizedguitarbatteringof
the highest order, this
points the direction
where we all hope Min-

natural sounds to create an expanding spiral of delicate proportions. Time is suspended even as the music unfolds. ... A good maa-order source for this
release and other mysterious musical wonders (retail
stores appear not to have figured out which section
Address correspondence 'I0
they belong in-nor have I) is Playing by Ear, 1244
BAM at 3470 Buskirk Ave.,
Mojave Dr., Colton, CA 92324; (909)824-8749. A catap h n t H ~ H , 94523.
log is available or you may order diWanna play the
PHOTO' P a
rectly by phone.
didjeridu?stephen~ent,alsoof~knce
Mission, leads a Clarion Music Center
workshop July 18th. Call (415) 3911317 for info. Clarion also has many
didjs for sale. ... And while we're in
Trance Mission territory, the band's
June30th CD release party at the Great
American Music Hall was beautiful,
exciting,and phenomenal.Buy theCD!
If s on the City of Tribes label.
Lucky Dube returns yet again to the
Bay Area fora show at Slim's July29th.
By now the high energy level of his live
performances should be well known,
but it's worth noting that his new
Shanachie album, Victims, is quite superb. His ability to endow tender personal love songs with a political context is reminiscent of Bob Marley's
best writing~andhe's not afraid to
quote and build upon Marley's words,
even to the point of indicating where
Marley's vision may have failed him.
"Different Colors/One People" is a
most succinctand optimisticstatement
on the singlemost pressing issueof our
times: the need to develop a true planetary consciousnesswithout racial divisions. The band is excellent, able to
rock out, steer a steady course, or explore intricate passages, all without
Primus's Les Claypool: The crowd stayed 'tll the end
losing the basic reggae feel. The sweetand clear-voiced backing singers are
particularly pleasing as they slide easily around Dube's slightly husky tones. Lucky Dube
istrv is headed. An added dimension comes from
producer Franz Treichler (one of the Young Gods
has always been an impressive artist, but with this
album he has elevated himself to an even higher
geniuses), who adds warmth and a searing rock sensibility to the near-undassifiable sound. Treponem
standard.
Pal brings hard music to a pair of ears that have heard
Note that you can catch some Hawaiian r e g g a e
theJawaiiansound-from Ho'Aikane July28that the
a lot of it, but succeeds at being exciting. If you still
Kennel Club. ... And the amazing D'Cuckoo will
have any doubtsand need some "big name" endorseMIDI-marimbasize Alberto's, Mountain View (736
ment to convince you, Al Jourgensen took vocalist
Marco Neves and guitarist Michel Bassin along as
W. Dana) ~uly23rd;the Catalyst, Santa Cruz (1011
Pacific Ave.) July24th;and theGreat American Music
part of Ministry's '92 Lollapalooza circus. Fantastic
Hall, SF, July 30th. ... And now for something comand French!
pletely different: Nose magazine presents "Steal This
So, Lollapalooza.. .? I approached this festival with
Show" at the Elbo Room July 19th, featuring bands
enormous trepidation, only to be proven half wrong.
that try to be funny instead of simply ending up that
Musically,the main stagewas superblybalanced. Rage
way through ineptness or pretensions. The acts are
Against the Machine was a fine opener, energizing
the band of clowns Simon's Blue Diamonds (defithe crowd with its special brand of politically revolunitely from another world), High Ball (with stand-up
tionary funk/rap/rock. On record, it doesn't work
comic Laura Milligan),and Rezzin, which is the Nose
like this; this is a band that needs to be seen to be
house band (whosemembers don't play house, but do
heard.
horse around in bad wigs while performing "silly
Babes in Toyland provided a noise orgy, but the
songsfrom thepot-smokingera". .whichmakes them
buzzing and thrashing didn't work for the unresponsive suburbanites in the front rows, who probably
pretty contemporary, I suppose). Besides being an
issue-releaseparty for the magazine, if s also a benefit
haven't heard anything this "alternative" before. Kat
Bjelland appears to be well versed in raging angst,
to buy a new PowerBook for editor Jack Boulware,
and she carried the show with a mean punch, with
who was totally cleaned out by burglars not long ago
and who provides the acerbic, essential, and occasupport from the towering drums of Lori Barbero.
sionally inaccurate slapsho hots" column in the SF
The Babes took the underground overground with
Weekly. Now who's gonna throw a benefit for my
the day's most pissed-off set.
computer needs?
Front 242 showed where the template for Ministry
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wasstored-in Belgium, with them. And they brought
with them absurdly wonderful visuals in the form of
dry ice and strobes in the scorching daylight. Black
leather disco from hell in the sun! Fantastic!
Arrested Development was the day's nicest surprise, as the group brought a true Lollapaloozian
message of peace (not to mention real African-rooted
music) to the stage. AD was cheery, danceable, and
delivered a message without forcing it down your
neck. A perfect late-afternoon vibe!
I've seen Fishbone skarockrollfunkit up with more
energy in the past, and the recent problems involving
guitarist KendallJones seem to have taken a sting out
of the group. Nothing that won't be rectified once the
dust settles, and the band at 95 percent strength was
royally entertaining, if not astounding.
Jeez, what is it about DinosaurJr.? With a smorgasbord of FX put out through amps set at 11, they were
bloody aggravating. Spin called J MascisGod? I guess
I don't know the art of noise. It was ugly. I wonder
how many "admirers" feel the same way but won't
admit it?
Of course, in a stunning display of predictability, I
have to announce that not only was Alice in Chains
great, the band is now posited to become an enormous presence in rock 'n' roll. Layne Staley performedlike an enigmatic, evil freak,and theband was
toasty. An hour of their finest material culminated
with the superb "Rooster."
I have come to like Primus because this group is
completely into its own thing. They have no interest
in appeasinganyone. They may well prove to be their
generation's Pink Floyd, plus they'resick and twisted
beyond belief. And everyone stayed for 'em, which
screwed up a lot of predictions!
The second stage could've used more action, although Tool was decent and Mercury Rev impressed
with some whizzed-up, buzzed-out nonsense. The
big disappointment was the "midway," which was
crap. It resembled one long, fancy street-market. Political booths were sacrificed for a wider variety of
clothing, food, and trinket outlets. Meanwhile, the
line for the cash machine stretched out. The vibe,
which had beenLollapalooza's best feature, was gone.
As for the debate tent, who the hell in this tripping
crowd was going to argue with '60s acid guru Timothy Leary?No, more true political conflictwas needed.
Lollapalooza needs a serious injection of enthusiasm to avoidbecoming a completecommercialwhitewash. Somedefinition could make next year's the best
yet. And, yes, I predict there will be a next year.
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Lollapalooza. We've
heard all the hype,solefs
get down to how the
third installment played
June 2nd-23rd at the
ShorelineAmphitheatre.
Standouts: LA'S Rage
Against the Machine h
up the crowd
with a furious fusion of
correspondence to
rap and rock. Most ev- BAM'S south Bay office: 20
Harold Am., #39, San lose, CA
eryone there ate it u p - a
vefy good signfor a band 95117performing -first at this
multiact festival. ... Arrested Development, whose
set was filled with themes of unity and African pride,
has by far the most theatrical show of this year's
b e u p . Lead vocalist Speech and dancer/singer
Montsho Eshe (she of the nonstop leap-dancing)
were particularly outstanding. ...Primus, the weird
and wonderful trio from Berkeley, was absolutely,
unequivocally top-notch. Clad in a sleazy cowboy
outfit, bassist/lead singer Les Claypool captivated
the audience with his unique style, which is part
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